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Figure 1: Unlucky mapping of positions
The proposed algorithm incorporates the s–random
method of [1] and hence, it successively determines π1 to πK .
In step l, we set up the set Al ⊂ {1; ..; K} of possible values
for πl , which have not already been assigned to πt in earlier
steps t < l, and which satisfy the spreading condition of [1].
Moreover, step l consists in determining and discarding values
of Al , which would cause an unlucky mapping like in Fig. 1.
Determining these unfavourable values in Al can be done
very efficiently using a recursive backtracking approach, which
is shortly outlined using the example of Fig. 1. Our basic ob(1)
(1)
servation is that any “1” present in u(1) = (u1 ; ..; uK ) or
(2)
(2)
(2)
u
= (u1 ; ..; uK ), respectively, must belong to an error
pattern. Otherwise the associated codeword has large weight
and can be ignored, since we consider and try to avoid only
low weight codewords. In step l, we consider exclusively u(1)
(1)
(1)
with ul = 1 and ut = 0, ∀t > l. Our starting point for
(1)
the backtracking is that the “1” in ul must belong to an error pattern (as reasoned above). Every possible error pattern
must be considered, and for each of them, we must proceed in
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a backtracking manner. In our example of Fig. 1, we consider
(1)
(1)
only the error pattern “1001” in ul−3 to ul . Since πl−3 = j
(2)

has already been determined, we know that uj

= 1. Follow-

(2)
uj

ing the above reasoning, the “1” in
must belong to an
error pattern, for which we must consider every possibility. In
(2)
(2)
the Fig., we consider “1001” in uj−3 to uj . For the case that
j − 3 has earlier been assigned to πm , m < l, we conclude
(1)
that um = 1. Every possible new error pattern containing
(1)
um = 1 must be considered in u(1) (in the Fig. “1001” in
(1)
(1)
(2)
um to um+3 ). Finally, for πm+3 = i, we find that ui = 1.
We must thus discard i − 3 from Al , since this prevents the
assignment πl = i − 3, which would otherwise complete the
unlucky mapping in Fig. 1. When all unfavourable values have
been discarded from Al , then πl is randomly chosen from the
remaining values. The backtracking algorithm works also for
error patterns of weight > 2. The complexity of a complete
interleaver design grows linearly with K.
We verified the proposed algorithm by designing an interleaver of length K = 200 for a Turbo code of rate 1/2
employing M = 2 component codes (generator polynomials:
(1; 5/7)). In the design, we used s = 8 and considered all error
patterns of weight ≤ 3. For a termination of both component
trellises, this Turbo code attains δmin = 14. Fig. 2 shows
the WER (upper curves) and BER (lower curves) for varying
Eb /N0 (received energy per information bit over the one–sided
noise power spectral density) for a simulated transmission using coded BPSK over an AWGN channel. The performance
is compared to using a pure s–random interleaver [1] with
s = 10 (expected δmin ≤ 12) and a uniform interleaver [2]
(mean δmin ≤ 6) of the same length. We can clearly see the
improved BER and particularly WER for higher Eb /N0 .
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Abstract — We propose a new algorithm for Turbo
code interleaver design, which is based on the conventional s–random approach and whose complexity
grows only linearly with the interleaver length.
Designing the interleaver π = (π1 ; ..; πK ) of length K of a
Turbo code serves to increase the code’s minimum distance
δmin and hence to lower the error floor of the Word and Bit
Error Rates (WER/BER). An efficient method was presented
in [1]. Examinations show that for so–designed interleavers,
the codeword at δmin is mainly caused by a combination of
an input word u(1) of the first component encoder (identical
to the Turbo encoder input u) and a second component input word u(2) as shown in Fig. 1. In this example, “1001”
represents an error pattern, i.e. an input sequence causing a
short error event in a component code trellis. The s–random
interleaver π does not avoid that the four “1”s in the two error
patterns of u(1) are mapped crosswise to two error patterns
in u(2) , since the two “1”s belonging to each error pattern
in u(1) are spread to distant positions in u(2) , and hence the
spreading condition of [1] is satisfied. However, this unlucky
mapping of positions can be avoided and δmin can be increased
by modifying the interleaver design algorithm.
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Figure 2: Simulation results
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